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Zusammenfassung


erlaubt es aber die produzierten Materialien mit sehr kleinen und wohldefinierten Mengen an Nobelmetallen zu dotieren. Da diese in Organismen normalerweise nicht präsent sind, wird eine langzeitrobuste Analytik ermöglicht. Des Weiteren wird in diesem Kapitel die Wichtigkeit von guten magnetischen Charakteristiken für verlässliche Separationen beleuchtet.

**Kapitel 5** schliesst die vorliegende Arbeit mit einem Ausblick und einigen Kommentaren zu den behandelten Themen ab.
Summary

This thesis is focused on graphite based nanomaterials. Few-layer graphite coatings can be used to chemically stabilize otherwise very labile magnetic metal nanoparticles. Parameters that influence the chemical stability of such nanocomposites were systematically investigated. Single-layer graphite is suggested as the base material for novel kinds of highly efficient semi-conductors. Nevertheless, the essential cutting and slicing at the nanoscale is cumbersome. Hence, a new approach based on nanoparticle-assisted catalytic etching of highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite, a base material of single-layer graphite is presented. Since nanomagnets, and amongst carbon-coated iron carbide nanoparticles, are increasingly suggested for use in magnetic blood purification, the identification of potential adverse effects in organisms is fundamental. A yet poorly resolved problem is the detection of low concentrated nanomagnets in blood and tissue samples after prolonged exposition. Especially the detection of iron-based nanomaterials turns out to be cumbersome due to the high background concentration of iron in the body. Therefore, a new long-term valid detection approach based on noble metal spiking is presented.

In chapter 1, general concepts of the nanoscience, special features of nanomaterials and further background regarding the studies in this thesis are explained. One of the main focuses remains on the question what renders nanomaterials special. In this context, some unique features and their consequences for the material properties are explained more in detail. Additionally, established concepts for nanomaterial fabrication and the opportunity for chemical modification are explained using the example of magnetic nanoparticles. The discovery of single layer graphite in 2004 has led to an increasing demand for cutting, slicing and drilling at a very small scale. The predominant processing techniques are therefore presented more in detail. Since more and more, especially magnetic, nanomaterials are suggested for medical use, questions regarding adverse effects arise. A key element for investigating the effects of these compounds in organisms is their traceability, even in very low doses. Hence, frequently applied methods are illustrated more in detail.

Chapter 2 deals with the fundamentals of the chemical stability of few-layer graphite coatings on cobalt nanoparticles. This material is often suggested for use under very harsh conditions since the graphite coating appears as a highly crystalline and thus very stable protection layer to the otherwise very sensitive metal cores. The opportunity for covalent attachment of aromatic moieties opens a whole universe of possible chemical surface
functionalization types. Despite of this, slight degradation of the nanocomposite can frequently be observed. In order to optimize the material properties, the influence of surface functionalization, different harsh media and electrochemical gradients on the particle degradation rate was fundamentally investigated. The findings of this study comprise a detailed degradation mechanism of this type of particles in aqueous media as well as options for enhancing the material’s chemical stability significantly.

Chapter 3 focuses on a new approach for shaping graphite surfaces. Besides modifications on the molecular size level (i.e. attachment of functional groups), graphite can also be structured at the nanoscale. This is particularly interesting for future semi-conductor materials including graphene, a singular layer of graphite. Graphene exhibits superior electronic characteristics that outshine the currently used materials in the electronic industry. In addition, by far smaller semiconductor architecture would be enabled by the use of graphene-based semiconductors. Nevertheless, the structuring (by i.e. cutting, slicing) of highly oriented graphite, the base material for graphene, at very small scales calls for novel approaches including nanoparticle-assisted etching. So far, mostly noble metal particles were used to cut thin trenches into graphite at high temperatures (> 800 °C) under inert atmosphere. In contrast, a new technique using catalytically active cerium oxide particles under atmospheric conditions at lower temperatures (< 500 °C) is presented.

Due to the ease of controlling and direction by tissue pervading external magnetic fields, magnetic nanoparticles are increasingly suggested for use in nanomedicine. Potential adverse effects in organisms are a controversially discussed topic. In this context, long-term detection of nanomaterials in body compartments is often cumbersome but of major importance. In Chapter 4, a new detection approach for iron-based nanomagnets is presented. Blood and tissue contain considerable amounts of iron, which will mask the presence of iron-based nanoparticles in an unfavorable manner. By using flame-spray pyrolysis for the production of the presented nanomagnets, well-defined noble metal doping without changing the physical characteristics becomes possible. Hence, a long-term robust analytical method revealing the importance of good magnetic characteristics for reliable magnetic separation was established.

Finally, chapter 5 closes this work with some future prospects and remarks regarding the examined topics.
1. Shaping Materials at the Nanoscale
1.1 Introduction

The creation, shaping and processing of materials represents one of the modern world’s keystones. Controlling material aspects in a sophisticated and precise manner has led mankind to comfort, mobility and prosperity. The pace of progress over the last two centuries entirely outnumbers any anterior development. Emergence of the industrial mass production enabled manufacturing at the bulk scale and thus dropped costs of most goods dramatically. Subjects that previously were available for a minor circle of the population became virtually common.

The functions and characteristics of commodities are essentially linked to their morphology. Hence, addition of complexity and thus more value per mass or volume inherently implies controlling the small scale beyond registration by human eyes. Matter is assembled from smallest units which we call atoms. Their size is in the range of a few $10^{-10}$ meters and they represent a final lower limit of complexity that can be disclosed by the material science. With the uprising of analytical methods that visualize matter down to the atomic level,\textsuperscript{1-5} progress reached the so-called nanoscale, which per definition comprises structures in the range of $10^{-9} – 10^{-7}$ meters. Such small objects frequently reveal properties that diverge from their corresponding analogs at the micro- to macroscale.\textsuperscript{6, 7} It is therefore not further surprising that research on nanoscaled structures has attracted many scientists over the last decades.

This thesis focuses on the chemical stability of magnetic few layer graphite-coated metal nanoparticles\textsuperscript{8} and, in dependence on, a method to create nano-sized cuts or holes in highly oriented pyrolytic graphite layers.\textsuperscript{9} Magnetic nanoparticles are often suggested as tiny carriers for medical applications\textsuperscript{10-14} since specifically acting drugs or toxin-binding species can be mounted to their surfaces.\textsuperscript{15, 16} By injection into the body with later retention at desired locations using magnetic fields, they could \textit{i.e.} counteract cancer.\textsuperscript{17-19} Such new magnetic therapeutic agents however hold potential risks when brought into an organism.\textsuperscript{20-23} In order to prove the reliability of suitable magnetic separation techniques, it is therefore crucial to be able to detect low amounts of these materials in analytically demanding matrices such as blood or tissue.\textsuperscript{24, 25} Thus, a new long-term consistent analysis approach based on tracer elements is presented.\textsuperscript{26} Prior to this, important fundamental characteristics of nanoparticulate matter, established manufacturing and modification techniques as well as analytical strategies are presented within this first chapter.
1.2 Special properties of nano-sized materials

The physical properties of a material are essentially defined by the character of its smallest constituents and thus the organization on the atomic level. Atoms can interact electronically amongst each other and form almost endless combinations, respectively arrangements. Nanomaterials lie within the scope of a handful to a few thousand of recurring structural entities when moving along a dimensional axis. This results in special physicochemical consequences. If one imagines nanoparticles as a result of cutting bulk matter more and more into smaller pieces, the amount of surface per mass, respectively the amount of atoms at a surface will rise in a non-linear manner. This can further be clarified with a cube holding the edge length \( l \). Since cubes present six equal planes, the total surface area per volume ratio, the so-called specific surface area calculates as follows:

\[
\frac{A}{V} = \frac{6 \cdot l^2}{l^3} = \frac{6}{l}
\]

This inverse dependence on the edge length leads to incessantly increasing specific surface areas when objects get smaller and smaller in size.

![Figure 1.1: The overall surface area per material volume rises in non-linear manner when objects are sliced into smaller and smaller pieces.](image)

This fact strongly influences the properties and prospects of nano-sized structures. Prime examples for this coherence are heterogeneous catalysts which can feature several hundred square meters of surface on a single gram of material. Chemical species are usually transformed at even smaller structures, the so-called active-sites which are scattered all over the surface. Therefore, large specific surface areas make these materials much more effective, since more activity and thus value can be charged per mass. Material property changes can also be a direct result of the dimensions. Liquid dispersions of gold nanoparticles for example show different colors depending on the particle size. This phenomenon can be explained by the occurrence of surface plasmon resonance effects. Light in certain wavelength
ranges can collectively excite the electrons within the particles. This wavelength range depends on the particle size and their distances from each other. As a consequence, parts of the light passing through such dispersions are absorbed and the dispersions appear in different colors depending on the particle size.

![Figure 1.2: Aqueous gold nanoparticle dispersions. Surface plasmon resonance effects result in diverging light absorption depending on the particle size and thus varying colors.](image)

Nanomaterials are widely used as functionality enhancing agents. Addition into established materials can augment or combine properties.\(^3^{2}\) Thanks to the tiny dimensions, the macroscopic apparel remains homogeneous. Alternatively, the properties of different materials can be blended by combining two or several types of nanoparticles. An example is the combination of nano-sized cerium oxide and bismuth.\(^3^{3}\) Cerium oxide is a very hard and electrically insulating material, whereas bismuth is a soft metallic element. United as a nanocomposite, the resulting material combines a high hardness and the electrically conducting properties of a metal. A very widely used concept is the surface chemical functionalization of nanoparticles.\(^3^{4\text{-}3^{6}}\) Here, both the advantages of the high specific surface areas and the properties of the nanoparticle acting as a core, respectively as a carrier are used. The surface functionalization can be tailored to specifically interact with the environment. Magnetic nanoparticles represent a very prominent group in this research field and are highlighted more in detail within the next section.
1.3 Magnetic nanomaterials

Today, magnetic nanoparticles are used in various research fields including catalysis, medicine, as contrast or extraction agents. When brought into liquid media, the particles can form pseudo homogeneous mixtures. Their magnetic features enable direction, control or recollection by application of external magnetic fields. For most purposes the surface of the nanomagnets is modified using different chemical species. A main reason for this is the tendency of most nanomaterials to form agglomerates, which is problematic for many applications. To overcome this issue, functional groups (often in the form of polymeric species) which sterically or electrostatically stabilize the particles within liquid media can be grafted to the particle surface. An accompanying positive effect of such coatings are the life-time enhancing features since the particles are often prone to dissolution, oxidation or other ways of chemical degradation. Specific functionalities allow binding to desired structures or species and therefore allow i.e. magnetic extraction of low concentrated toxic species from water, cancer-cell targeting or magnetic labelling.

1.3.1 Magnetic characteristics

The apparent magnetic character of bulk materials is based on many tiny internal magnetic domains. Such a domain is defined as a region in the material wherein the spins are equally aligned. The volumetric size of such a domain is material dependent and usually lies in the range of a few to a few tens of nanometers. When a particle's dimensions are below this critical domain size, it will consequently bear only a single magnetic domain. This results in high magnetic coercivity values (i.e. the magnetic field that is needed for complete demagnetization of the sample) for nanoparticles below the critical dimensional margins. Another phenomenon below these dimensions is called superparamagnetism. The spins of a magnetic domain can point in two energy-equivalent directions. Above the so-called blocking temperature, the energy barrier between them can thermally be overcome and thus makes rapid flipping between them possible. As a result, paramagnetic behavior occurs and no magnetic hysteresis and remaining magnetization without any external field can be observed any more.
Figure 1.3: Magnetization curves of a ferromagnetic and a superparamagnetic material. $H_c$ represents the coercivity (i.e. the magnetic field that is needed to fully demagnetize the sample). $M_r$ is the so-called remanence (i.e. the remaining magnetization of the sample without any external magnetic field present). $M_s$ is the saturation magnetization. In the case of superparamagnetism, no hysteresis and magnetic remanence remain.

1.3.2 Synthesis methods

There are various types of materials that are suitable for the creation of magnetic nanomaterials. Most prominent examples are iron oxides in the form of magnetite ($\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$) and $\gamma$-hematite ($\gamma$-$\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$), spinel-type materials like for example MnFe$_2$O$_4$ or CoFe$_2$O$_4$ and pure metals such as iron (Fe) and cobalt (Co). Hereafter, some prevalent methods which are suitable for the large-scale production of magnetic nanomaterials are presented.

Wet-phase precipitation

Precipitative methods belong to the simplest methods to create magnetic nanomaterials. Typically, iron and cobalt salts (e.g. chlorides or nitrates) are dissolved in aqueous solutions. Thereupon, a base is added which results in precipitation of nanoparticulate magnetic oxides. Depending on the frame conditions such as ionic strength, temperature and pH, the size, shape and composition of the particles can be controlled. However, this method is limited to oxidic particles with relatively low saturation magnetization, meaning that the materials exhibit a relatively poor response towards externally applied magnetic fields.
Thermal decomposition

Nanoparticles with good monodispersity can be obtained by decomposition of metalorganic complexes at temperatures of typically between 150°C and 300°C. Prevalently used precursor compounds include metal acetylacetonates, metal salts of fatty acids and metal carbonyls.\textsuperscript{70, 71} High-boiling organic solvents such as long chained alkanes or ethers act as suitable liquid reaction media.\textsuperscript{72} The particle morphology and size can be controlled by the temperature, addition of surfactants and the reaction time of typically several hours. Depending on the precursor type, also non-oxidic metallic nanomagnets can be produced (\textit{e.g.} by the use of zero-valent cobalt in Co\textsubscript{2}(CO)\textsubscript{8}\textsuperscript{73} or iron in Fe(CO)\textsubscript{5}\textsuperscript{55}).

Pyrolysis methods and flame spray pyrolysis

Pyrolysis techniques represent direct decomposition methods to produce nanoparticles. Metal organic complexes are degraded at very high temperatures whereby the organic part of the compounds passes off.\textsuperscript{74} Pyrolysis methods, since the processes takes place in the gas phase, generate relatively polydisperse particles.\textsuperscript{34} Under inert conditions, also metallic particles can be fabricated. An example for this is the decomposition of iron stearate at 900°C under argon atmosphere.\textsuperscript{75} Liquid-feed flame spray pyrolysis\textsuperscript{76} is based on an industrially well-known process for the manufacturing of pigments (\textit{i.e.} TiO\textsubscript{2} or SiO\textsubscript{2}) which however uses gaseous precursor compounds.\textsuperscript{77} Metals, mostly in the form of carboxylates\textsuperscript{78} and alcoholates,\textsuperscript{79} are dissolved in cheap technical solvents such as xylenes, tetrahydrofurane or similar. These liquid precursors are pumped into a nozzle where oxygen is used for atomization. A surrounding support flame (CH\textsubscript{4}/O\textsubscript{2}) ensures ignition of the droplet/oxygen mixtures. Thereby, the organic fractions of the injected liquids are combusted and fusion processes of the remaining contents will form nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{80} Since the particles form agglomerates after leaving the flame, they can thereafter be conveniently captured on glass-fiber filters. Precursor additives such as organophosphates or halogenated species furthermore enable generation of nano-sized salts.\textsuperscript{81} A key advantage of the flame spray synthesis is the possibility to dope additional elements into the formed particles.\textsuperscript{26, 82-84} Since the residence time of the particles within the flame accounts for milliseconds only, thermodynamically unstable phase configurations can be kinetically “frozen” in certain cases.\textsuperscript{85} The above presented methods based on liquid reaction media and conventional pyrolysis work in time frames which are several orders of magnitude higher. Hence, they do not allow obtaining certain morphologies which are however accessible by flame spray synthesis.
Figure 1.4: Scheme of a flame spray pyrolysis burner in action. A support methane-oxygen driven flame ignites oxygen-atomized liquid precursor containing metal organic salts. All combustible organic parts are burnt like this and the remaining constituents form nanoparticles which leave the flame as agglomerates.

Flame spray synthesis can also be realized under reducing conditions. In this case the flame is surrounded by an inert atmosphere such as nitrogen. By feeding lower amounts of oxygen into the flame which are not allowing complete combustion of the organic share, hydrogen and carbon monoxide are formed as combustion products. Both of them entail a reductive environment. Like this, initially oxidized constituents are immediately reduced to metal particles to from e.g. cobalt, iron or nickel. The nanomagnets which are presented in this thesis are produced by this method and under partially reducing atmosphere.

1.3.3 Oxidic and metallic nanomagnets

Magnetite (Fe₃O₄) is probably the most used base material for oxidic nanomagnets. Since magnetite provides a relatively large magnetic single domain size (estimated to account for 128 nm diameter for spherical particles), the advantage of superparamagnetism is accessible by most manufacturing methods. After suitable chemical functionalization, these particles easily de-agglomerate when external magnetic fields are removed. Nevertheless, the saturation magnetization and thus the response to magnetic fields is lower than those of pure metallic nanoparticles. On the other hand, the single magnetic domain dimensions of metallic
iron and cobalt remain much lower (Fe: 15 nm and Co: 7 nm (fcc)) and they can therefore not be obtained as superparamagnetic nanopowders in most reported cases. Hence, due to their magnetic remanence, these particles tend to agglomerate strongly which is problematic for many applications. Formed agglomerates could for example block blood vessels in biomedical applications or the advantage of large accessible surface area can be depressed for extraction applications. Nevertheless, this issue can be overcome by suitable surface modification. The main problem with metallic nanoparticles among the ferromagnetic elements however is their chemical instability. Due to the large specific surface area, oxidation processes occur very rapidly. In fact, even spontaneous ignition of such nanopowders may occur. Therefore, suitable protection strategies are needed.

Figure 1.5: Transmission electron micrographs of carbon-coated cementite (Fe₃C) nanomagnets. The carbon-coating appears as a highly crystalline few-layer graphene structure and entails extraordinarily high chemical resistivity.

An early approach to stabilize for example cobalt nanoparticles rests upon partial oxidation of the metallic particle’s outer shell under controlled conditions. The resulting shell then protects the inner metal core from the environment. Under ambient conditions the stability of such particles is nevertheless temporally limited and when brought into aqueous solution they are prone to dissolution even under relatively mild conditions. Other protection methods by the use of polymeric surfactants or silica-shells show better, but still relatively unsatisfying results. A very elegant way to protect the sensitive metal cores is to envelop them with a few layers of highly ordered graphite. Despite such structures have been known for a considerable time, Stark et al. first presented a reducing flame spray pyrolysis approach
to fabricate this type of nanomagnets in expedient amounts.\textsuperscript{67, 86} By additionally blowing acetylene into the reducing flame during particle production and taking advantage of the high temperatures to form well-ordered crystalline structures, they managed to obtain carbon-coated metallic nanocomposites with yet unachieved chemical resistivity.
1.4 Chemical modification of nanomagnets

Besides chemical stabilization, protecting surface layers create opportunities for specific functionalization.\textsuperscript{94, 95} This entails specific binding to heavy-metal ions, toxins, cells or other surfaces.\textsuperscript{15} The complexity of attached surface moieties can reach from basic groups (such as amines or sulfonic acids) to complex biological entities such as antibodies.\textsuperscript{96} Since this thesis is widely focused on carbon-coated nanomagnets, the functionalization techniques for this type of surfaces are presented more in detail below.

An eligible way to covalently bind aromatic species to graphitic surfaces was initially suggested for stabilizing carbon-black in liquid solutions for ink-manufacturing. The simple method uses diazonium-salts which are known from the production of classic dyes.\textsuperscript{97} Diazonium salts of aromatic species are usually unstable under room-temperature conditions and thus very reactive. With the exception of their corresponding tetrafluoroborate salts they can therefore only be created in-situ and in solutions. Nevertheless, this represents a convenient way to stably graft aromatic base species to carbon-coated nanomagnets by the formation of covalent carbon-carbon bonds.

\textbf{Figure 1.6:} Stable and covalent functionalization opportunities of carbon coated nanomagnets enabled by diazonium chemistry. Besides simple base and ion scavenging groups, complex structures as known from homogeneous catalysis, polymer science or biological entities can be conveniently engrafted.
Typical functional loadings for simple aromatic species account for around 0.1 to 0.4 mmol per gram of particles (and thus a few weight percent of the magnetic nanomaterials). These functional groups form a powerful platform for more complex structures. Following a modular approach, homogeneous catalysts, polymers, chelating groups or biological entities can be stably attached.
1.5 Cutting, slicing and drilling on graphite surfaces

Besides functional modifications on the molecular sized level, more extensive structural changes at the nanoscale are of particular interest for semiconductor applications. Graphite is essentially assembled from numerous stacked carbon-layers in the form of polycondensated aromatic rings. A single isolated piece of these carbon layers is called graphene. Despite its simple structural character at first sight, graphene was never isolated for an experimental characterization before 2004.\textsuperscript{98} Graphene combines superior electronic characteristics with ultimately small geometric extents.\textsuperscript{99} Thus, it opens a whole universe for future applications.\textsuperscript{100, 101} In 2010, the discoverers of graphene, Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, were awarded the Nobel Prize in physics. The first isolated pieces of graphene were obtained by exfoliation of highly ordered natural or pyrolytic graphite. Despite the well-ordered character of the graphite, typical failure-free domains lie within several tens to hundreds of nanometers which is normally insufficient for semiconductor applications. Shortly after the discovery, new direct synthesis methods were demonstrated. The most prominent among them allows manufacturing of defect-free and micron-sized graphene sheets by the use of thermal carbon-deposition on copper foils.\textsuperscript{102} Suitable transferring methods for conversion to semiconductor devices were presented along.\textsuperscript{103} With respect to today’s semiconductor manufacturing, direct structuring of graphene or highly oriented graphite as a precursor material by means of controlled slicing and cutting into \textit{i.e.} ribbons represents a key element towards technical employment.\textsuperscript{104, 105} In addition, defined holes in graphene are potentially attractive for atmospheric nanoseparation\textsuperscript{106-108} or the manufacturing of ion-selective membranes.\textsuperscript{109}

\textbf{Figure 1.7: Illustration of prominent graphene and graphite structuring techniques.}
Electron\textsuperscript{110, 111} and ion-beam\textsuperscript{112} as well as photolithography\textsuperscript{113} represent well-established methods that are also suitable for specific tailoring of graphene sheets. Both electron and ion-beam techniques however suffer from low throughput paces and photolithography methods provide limited spatial resolution due to restrictions regarding optics for small wavelengths. Nanoparticle and template assisted etching of graphitic surfaces represent attractive alternatives for graphene processing. Catalytically active noble metal nanoparticles have shown to be able to cut only one to few layer deep and usually crystallographically oriented traces into highly oriented pyrolytic graphite.\textsuperscript{114, 115} Since the cuts appear within the size range of the particle size, this novel tool is most promising. Most of the presented studies use high temperatures above 700°C as well as inert or reducing conditions for etching. Alternatively, we described a method that allows cutting graphite at ambient atmosphere and comparable moderate temperatures (< 500°C) using cerium oxide nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{9} This study is presented in detail in chapter 3.
1.6 Characterization of magnetic nanoparticles in biomedical samples

The field of nanomedicine allows fascinating perspectives towards new cancer-treatment strategies, superior contrast agents, and targeted drug-delivery by nanocarriers or blood purification. Magnetic nanoparticles are prime candidates for this range of applications since direction and collection by external and tissue-pervading fields is facilitated. The required physicochemical characteristics for the nanomagnets are often comprehensive and specific. Various requirements such as good magnetic response quality, biocompatibility and chemical stability within the therapeutic timeframe have to be consolidated. The main prerequisite of ferromagnetic characteristics limits the available material candidates to compounds involving the ferromagnetic elements iron, cobalt and nickel. However, since nickel and cobalt are known for miscellaneous adverse effects in biological systems, they are preferably avoided. Iron, comparatively, is physiologically well accepted and thus the prime base material for medical nanomagnets. Besides general material based toxicity by means of leaching, risks can also arise from morphology, surface appearance and persistence. In the case of carbon-coated iron-carbide, which is featured in chapter 4, one of the potential hazards arises from its extraordinarily high chemical stability. Despite the fact that immunocompatible surface coatings facilitate much better acceptance by an organism, prolonged accumulation in certain body compartments can pose major risks. Therefore, at the best, particles will not be given into the organism like for example in extracorporeal magnetic blood purification. This technique suggests the use of specifically binding nanomagnets to remove especially larger drugs (at toxic concentrations) or inflammatory mediators from the blood circuit. This is particularly interesting for emergency medicine. Since the nanoparticles present readily available surfaces (no diffusion limitations), they enable rapid toxin removal within minutes (compared to hours for conventional blood dialysis). Nevertheless, magnetic separation could be insufficient or accidentally omitted. Hence, knowledge on the long term and the distribution behavior inside the body is a matter of consequences.

Tracing and quantifying low concentrated nanomagnets in body compartments represents a challenging task. Whereas non-quantitative characterization after reasonably short exposure times can be realized with passable effort, long-term characterization often turns out to be pretentious and strained with uncertainty. In view of the present limitations, the exploitation of novel analytical strategies is of particular importance. The attachment of fluorescent probes on the nanomagnet surfaces for example is generally limited to shorter experimental times...
since depletion of the latter may occur. Furthermore, this method is usually not quantitative. An advanced and elegant detection method rests on magnetic resonance imaging.\textsuperscript{130} Magnetic materials strongly deviate from the behavior of the ambient organic matter and can therefore be well exposed by this technology. Magnetic resonance imaging has shown impressive spatial resolution of allocated nanomagnets within individual body compartments.\textsuperscript{131} Unfortunately, reliable overall quantifications by this technique are prone to many error-sources. Besides magnetic measurement techniques such as vibrating sample magnetometry, more classical approaches such as elemental analysis offer major benefits. For iron-based nanomagnets this nevertheless turns out to be cumbersome since practically any body compartment presents relatively high concentrations of iron. Hence, the iron-background would considerably surmount the iron contribution of the nanomagnets and therefore compromise reliable quantification. A key advantage of the earlier presented flame spray pyrolysis for the manufacturing of magnetic nanoparticles is the opportunity to dope certain elements into the materials. Like this, an element which is normally not present in the body can incorporated into the nanomagnets at well-defined low proportions without changing their physicochemical behavior noticeable. This element can then be quantified after long time frames and uniquely be assigned to the nanomagnets. In chapter 4, the detailed development and validation of this new quantification approach based on platinum doping is presented.\textsuperscript{26}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig18.png}
\caption{Illustration of widely used analytical approaches to quantify low concentrated nanomagnets in complex biological media such as blood or tissue.}
\end{figure}
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Abstract

A systematical examination of the chemical stability of cobalt metal nanomagnets with a graphene-like carbon coating is used to study the otherwise rather elusive formation of nanometer sized physical defects in few layer graphene as a result of acid treatments. We therefore first exposed the core-shell nanomaterial to well controlled solutions of altering acidity and temperature. The release of cobalt into the solutions over time offered a simple tool to monitor the progress of particle degradation. The results suggested that the oxidative damage of the graphene-like coatings was the rate-limiting step during particle degradation since only fully intact or entirely emptied carbon-shells were found after the experiments. If ionic noble metal species were additionally present in the acidic solutions the noble metal was found to reduce on the surface of specific, defective particles. The altered electrochemical gradients across the carbon-shells were however not found to lead to a faster release of cobalt from the particles. The suggested mechanistic insight was further confirmed by the covalent chemical functionalization of the particle surface with chemically inert aryl species, which leads to an additional thickening of the shells. This leads to reduced cobalt release rates as well as slower noble metal reduction rates depending on the augmentation of the shell thickness.
2.1 Introduction

The use of few layer graphene-like carbon (2-5 layers) as a coating on metal nanoparticles provides stability against air, water and common biological or reaction media.\textsuperscript{34, 86, 132, 133} Today, such core/shell metal/carbon composite nanoparticles extend the applications of magnetic nanoparticles in catalysis,\textsuperscript{38, 134, 135} water treatment\textsuperscript{136-138} and enable the preparation of magnetic chemical reagents allowing rapid separation to facilitate everyday lab work.\textsuperscript{139, 140} In medicine, they have been proposed for blood purification,\textsuperscript{125, 141} drug delivery,\textsuperscript{142-144} in cancer treatment\textsuperscript{117, 145-147} or as contrast agents.\textsuperscript{148, 149} Long-term reliability and design of novel magnetic reagents requires a detailed understanding of the stability of such carbon coatings. Unfortunately, associated physical defects, that are missing carbon atoms within the highly ordered layers, are most probably below 1 nm in size, and the nanoparticle’s curvature makes them difficult to observe by classical methods such as atomic force microscopy (AFM). Moreover, statistically meaningful experimental observation of thousands of nanoparticles preferably \textit{in situ} is most challenging.

Here, we therefore investigate the effects of temperature, acidity and redox-active metals on the degradation of few layer graphene-like carbon shells with a metallic cobalt core. This model compounds provide an elegant way to follow the degradation of the about 1 nm carbon coatings: If the carbon shell surrounding a single metal nanoparticle (5-50 nm diameter) is chemically degraded at one spot, the metal core oxidizes very fast, and is emptied into the surrounding solution, releasing metal ions. This strategy therefore allows a systematic study of nanometer sized physical defect formation rate in such few layer graphene-like carbon.

Physical defect formation and the metal core destruction process are formally oxidation reactions. Next to temperature and pH, we therefore systematically investigated the effects of additional metal ions with increasing electrochemical potential as potential reaction partners during this oxidative destruction process. If noble metal ions are used, the carbon and metal core oxidation will result in noble metal reduction and deposition (\textit{e.g.} Pt, Pd or Au metal).\textsuperscript{150}

The necessary electron transfer from the particles to the solution was further investigated with regards to possible explanations using Marcus theory. The distance of the solution to the carbon surface was systematically modified using redox-inert phenyl substituents as spacers by covalent chemical carbon shell functionalization.\textsuperscript{67}
2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Preparation of carbon coated cobalt metal nanoparticles

The starting carbon coated cobalt nanoparticles were either prepared according to or purchased (Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc.). In order to remove oxide impurities, a starting sample of 25 g C/Co with an average size of 17 nm was kept in 400 mL partially diluted hydrochloric acid (24 wt% HCl) for two weeks whilst exchanging the acid every day. The particles were carefully washed with deionized water (3 x) and acetone (3 x). This washing procedure was applied after all functionalization steps (see below) to remove remaining reagents. The black powder was dried under vacuum at 50 °C and is further denoted as C/Co.

Severe oxidation by HNO$_3$/HCl

In order to probe the maximum degree of defect formation by oxidation, a fraction of 2.00 g C/Co was further exposed to 60 mL of concentrated aqua regia (3 parts concentrated hydrochloric acid, 1 part concentrated nitric acid) in a 100 mL roundneck-flask at 100 °C under reflux conditions. The stirred dispersion was retained until no further nitrous gas formation took place and was then replaced by freshly prepared aqua regia after typically 2 hours. This procedure was repeated until there was no further colorization of the acid caused by cobalt dissolution. Only the most resistant fraction of the particles endures this treatment. After this, the material was washed and dried in the same manner as mentioned before. The resulting particles had a black color and are further denoted as C/Co-HNO$_3$/HCl.

2.2.2 Chemical functionalization

The carbon-shells were modified by the covalent attachment of aromatic functional groups using aqueous diazonium chemistry. Iodobenzene functionalization -(C$_6$H$_4$I)$_n$. A sample of 0.88 g 4-iodoaniline (4 mmol, Aldrich) was added to 60 mL of water and 2 mL of fuming hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich). After adding 1.00 g C/Co, a total of 0.42 g sodium nitrite (6.1 mmol, Fluka) in 10mL of water was added. Nitrogen bubble formation confirmed the start of the reaction between the in situ formed iodo-phenyl-diazonium species and the particle carbon surface. The reaction mixture was kept well mixed overnight, then washed as described above.
Pentafluorobenzene functionalization - \((C_6F_5)_n\). A total of 0.37 g pentafluoroaniline (2 mmol, ABCR) was added to 60 mL of water and 1 mL fuming hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich). The mixture was sonicated for 5 min (Sonorex Digitec DT 103 H, 560 W, Bandelin) for full dissolution. After adding 1.00 g of C/Co, a solution containing 0.23 g sodium nitrite (3.3 mmol, Fluka) in 10 mL water was added resulting in a bright yellow coloration. The solution was mixed well and kept overnight, then washed as described above. This preparation was done a second time with doubled amounts of educts (aniline and nitrate) to prepare a second material with a different functional loading (moles functional group per mass of particles; typical units are in millimoles per gram material).

Nonafluorobiphenyl functionalization - \((C_{10}F_9)_n\). A sample of 0.66 g 4-aminononafluorobiphenyl (2 mmol, Matrix-Scientific) in 60 mL of water and 1 mL of fuming hydrochloric acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was brought in solution by strong sonication using a sonotrode (UP400S, 24 kHz, Hielscher GmbH). After adding 0.23 g of sodium nitrite (3 mmol) a light yellow coloration confirmed the formation of the corresponding diazonium salt. Subsequently 1.00 g C/Co was added, followed by repeated brief sonication (3 times 10 seconds). The reaction mixture was stirred overnight and the material was washed thrice, using the following series of solvents: Water, acetone, hexane, acetone, water and acetone before being dried. IR spectroscopy and element analysis were used to confirm the absence of adsorbed reaction remainders.

2.2.3 Material characterization

The specific surface area of the produced materials was determined according to the BET – method (Brunauer Emmett Teller) by adsorption of nitrogen at -196 °C. The surface functionalization was verified by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) with KBr powder containing 5 wt% of particles (Tensor 27 Spectrometer, Bruker DiffusIR™, Pike technologies) as proposed by.\(^{67}\) Untreated C/Co in KBr (5 wt%) was used as a background. For the quantification of the surface functionalization, quantitative element microanalysis was used (LECO CHN-900 for C, H, N and F, I by Schöniger oxidation) as previously described.\(^{151}\) To image the particles, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs were recorded (Tecnai F30 ST, FEI, operated at 300 kV).
Physical defect formation rate. In typical experiments, a systematic series of particle samples (10 mg in a total reagent volume of 10 mL) were first dispersed (high-speed mixer; Ultra-Turrax, T10 basic, 125 W, IKA; external cooling) and removed after 30 s, 1, 2, 5 and 10 min. The particles were immediately separated magnetically from the solution (few seconds) and physically removed to avoid entrainment of later released metal. The metal concentration in the clear solutions was determined using flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (Spectra AA 220FS, Varian).

pH dependence. The defect formation rate was assessed at 6 different pH levels, namely from 1 - 5 and 7 by measuring the cobalt core metal release. The solutions with pH 1 and 2 were obtained by diluting hydrochloric acid with deionized water. All other solutions, except for the neutral run, were 0.1 M potassium biphthalate buffered. Previous control experiments had shown that the concentration of this buffer does not significantly influence the metal release rate. In contrast, acetate buffered solutions were found unsuitable. Buffered solutions (≥ pH 3) are required in order not to fully consume the acid by core material dissolution and therefore causing large variations in the acidity of the solutions during an experiment. The pH was controlled after each experiment and confirmed to stay within ±0.1 pH units.

Temperature dependence. To determine the temperature dependence of the leaching, the solutions were conditioned in a temperature regulated water bath or ice/water mixtures at a constant pH 2 using pre-adjusted diluted hydrochloric acid. Five different cobalt concentration profiles were recorded at 0, 23, 40, 60 and 80 degrees Celsius.

Functionalization – changing the metal core to solution distance. All comparative experiments were done at pH 2 and room temperature using the same parameters as outlined above.

Influence of electrochemical potential. Physical shell defect formation and resulting cobalt core metal oxidation was probed in the presence of noble metal ions (Au, Pd, 100 µg per mL). The rate of defect formation was again followed by a change in released cobalt ions (a) and, additionally, by measuring the remaining free noble metal ion concentrations (b). Solutions were prepared from standard solutions for atomic absorption spectroscopy (TraceCert®, Fluka) adjusted to a pH of 2.0 by addition of 1 M KOH solution. Experiments were done at different pH levels and with optionally functionalized materials. The influence of noble metal ions was made more visible in specific experiments where an additional 10 mL of Au solution was injected after 5 minutes.
2.3 Results and discussion

A carbon coated metal nanoparticle must form a physical shell defect before the metal core can start disintegrating as shown in Scheme 2.1. Depending on the individual step rates ($k_1$ and $k_2$), the metal dissolution rate (overall observable) either reflects effect of the physical defect formation in the shell ($k_1$ is slow, hence determines the overall rate of particle destruction) or the subsequent metal core oxidation and leaching through the defect out of the particle. Direct migration of cobalt metal atoms through the carbon shell is too improbable under the experimental conditions and will therefore not be considered further.\textsuperscript{152, 153} Such metal migrating through intact shells was only observed under elevated temperature (> 600 °C) or under electron irradiation.\textsuperscript{91, 154, 155}

In a first part, the physical results will be discussed as to determine which step is rate limiting (shell defect formation rate or the metal core dissolution and leaching rate). In a second part, the observable metal core dissolution rate is discussed in view of potential mechanism and the role of standard parameters (pH, electrochemical potential difference over the shell, temperature).

![Scheme 2.1: Subsequent steps during a particle disintegration, formation of a hole in the carbon layer (rate constant $k_1$) and cobalt core dissolution (rate constant $k_2$).](image)

### 2.3.1 Physical properties of C/Co nanoparticles

Electron micrographs confirm the C/Co material to consist of 5-50 nm sized core/shell particles with close to spherical geometry. The integrity, crystalline structure and purity of the core (absence of cobalt oxide) was confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) revealing face centered cubic (fcc) metallic cobalt. The specific surface area (SSA) of the materials was measured by the BET-method using nitrogen adsorption at -196 °C\textsuperscript{156} and yielded a mean, surface-equivalent nanoparticle diameter of $d_{\text{BET}} = 17$ nm which stays in agreement to the optically determined particle size (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: TEM micrograph of nearly spherical C/Co showing particles in the size range from 5-50 nm.

For all samples, the detailed surface structure (chemical functionalization) was measured by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier-transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS). Spectra were compared to known reference compounds in Figure 2.2.\textsuperscript{67} Element microanalysis was used to determine the number of covalently attached molecules per particle mass using a simple mass balance (C, H, N, F and I contents before and after derivatization). The physical properties of all materials are summarized in Table 2.1.

Figure 2.2: Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier-transform spectra (DRIFTS) of the chemically functionalized C/Co and structure confirmation through comparison to known reference compounds. Minor peak shifts and intensity changes are a result of binding to the carbon surface layer and changes in molecular symmetry.
Table 2.1: Physical properties of C/Co nanomaterials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>treatment/functionalization</th>
<th>Carbon (wt%)[a]</th>
<th>Halogen (wt%)[b]</th>
<th>Loading (mmol/g)[c]</th>
<th>specific surface area (m²/g)[d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 % HCl, 2 weeks conc. HNO₃/HCl</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C₆F₅)ₙ high</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C₆F₅)ₙ low</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.96 (F)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C₁₀F₉)ₙ</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.72 (F)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C₆H₄I)ₙ</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.75 (F)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.87 (I)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a], [b] Carbon, fluorine and iodine content determined by element microanalysis. [c] Specific chemical functionalization loading calculated from fluorine content, respectively iodine content. [d] Specific surface area measured by nitrogen adsorption; errors ±10%.

2.3.2 Physical defect formation limits metal dissolution rate

Morphological evaluation of C/Co powders after a broad set of acidic treatment conditions (variations in time, temperature, acid strength and type) using TEM revealed only two types of particles: Intact C/Co nanoparticles with a high electron contrast core (metallic cobalt as confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) and empty carbon shells (Figure 2.3). None of the treatment conditions resulted in the possibility to observe partially filled shells (Scheme 2.1) even after evaluating larger particle sets. If k₂ would be partially or fully determining the overall rate of metal core dissolution, the intermediate forms (partially filled shells) would be observable. In contrast, the absence of any partially filled shells and exclusive presence of either full (integer) or empty carbon shells proofs that the physical defect formation in the shell (k₁) is rate determining. After severe treatment with HNO₃/HCl, the average diameter of the intact particles turned out to be significantly higher according to the determined particle size distribution compared to the as-prepared material. A possible
explanation for this observation could be the magnitude of the shell curvature which influences the chemical durability. This means that the defect formation rate is increased on smaller particles, which makes them dissolve more readily.

Figure 2.3: TEM micrograph of HNO₃/HCl treated nearly spherical C/Co showing fully carbon-coated particles as well as a considerably large fraction of empty carbon shells resulting from the dissolution of the magnetic cores. The particle size distribution is shifted compared to the as-prepared C/Co due to the faster defect formation rate of smaller particles.

In order to determine the degree of carbon loss during above shell defect formation, we quantitatively determined the amount of carbon in a specific sample of C/Co before and after a number of treatments (Table 2.2). No statistically relevant carbon loss was observable. The following discussion therefore assumes that the shell defect formation did not afford a carbon loss. During experimentation, the strong agglomeration tendency of these materials allowed quantitative material recovery (> 98 % by mass) at each step as confirmed gravimetrically.
Table 2.2: Experimental and theoretical carbon content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>treatment</th>
<th>sample mass (g) [a]</th>
<th>carbon content (wt%) [b]</th>
<th>calculated carbon content (wt%) [c]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 % HCl, 2 weeks</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conc. HNO₃/HCl</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] Determined ±0.01 g  [b] Carbon content determined by microanalysis ±0.2 wt%.  [c] Calculated from sample masses, assuming no carbon loss by acidic treatment.

2.3.3 Influence of pH and temperature

The rate of physical defect formation and subsequent fast metal release was followed over time by determination of the cobalt concentration in the used solutions (Figure 2.4). Increasing acidity and higher temperature both afforded faster metal release (Figure 2.4a, b). The metal release rate depends on the pre-treatment. If a sample had previously survived a harsh treatment (e.g. conc. HNO₃/HCl), it afforded an about 5 times reduced metal release (Figure 2.4c). Application of severe mechanical stress (grinding) to such comparably stable sample strongly increased its initial metal release rate (Figure 2.4c; sample C/Co-HNO₃/HCl, grinded) while the profile rapidly leveled off.

Figure 2.4: Cobalt concentrations in leaching solutions show the C/Co particle dissolution rate as a function of pH (a) and temperature (b). Samples from previous treatments in strongly oxidizing conditions (conc. HNO₃/HCl) showed reduced metal dissolution (c) while mechanical treatment can increase the metal release rate.
2.3.4 Electronic/redox effects on few layer graphene shell degradation

Physical defect formation as an oxidative destruction of the few layer graphene may depend on the subsequent metal core oxidation (Co → Co$^{2+/3+}$). In this case, the use of coupled redox reactions to enhance or reduce the electrochemical potential between inside (metal cobalt core) and outside of the carbon shell would result in altered defect formation rates. Alternatively, the carbon shell degradation may be largely independent and thereby control the overall kinetics (see Scheme 1 with $k_1 \ll k_2$).

In order to probe electrochemical effects, carbon/cobalt nanoparticles were exposed to altered electrochemical gradients by introducing noble metal ions into the exposure solution. The overall gradient across the carbon shell can then be calculated using standard concepts from electrochemistry (Table 2.3). Time dependent cobalt release profiles (Figure 2.6b) afforded little change in the final metal release (Table 2.3). This result stays in line with the earlier absence of partially filled shells (Figure 2.3) and the possible cases for rate determining steps ($k_1$ vs. $k_2$; Scheme 2.1).
Table 2.3: Shell thickness increase by chemical functionalization, final cobalt concentrations in acidic solutions and electrochemical potential gradients over particle shells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>treatment/functionalization</th>
<th>loading (mmol/g)</th>
<th>shell thickness increase (nm)(^a)</th>
<th>final cobalt concentration in solution after 10 minutes (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 % HCl, 2 weeks</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>141 / 120(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 % HCl, 2 weeks, Au reduction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- / 104(^b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conc. HNO(_3)/HCl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C(_6)F(_5))(_n) high</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C(_6)F(_5))(_n) low</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C(_{10})F(_9))(_n)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-(C(_6)H(_4)I)(_n)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>reduced metal</th>
<th>electrochemical potential gradient (V)(^c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) For calculation see supporting information \(^b\) cobalt concentration after 5 minutes \(^c\) For calculation see supplementary material.

In a second series of experiments, we further probed this reaction by systematically altering the shell through controlled chemical modification. This formally results in an altered shell thickness. If considering Marcus theory, such changed mean distance formally corresponds to an altered electron transport distance out/inside of a metal complex, if we consider a core metal atom as part of a complex with the carbon shell serving as a space-providing ligand. Corresponding chemical modifications are given in Figure 2.2 and increase shell thickness by 0.2 to 0.8 nm for nonafluorobiphenyl, pentafluorophenyl and iodophenyl groups using microanalysis data as earlier described.\(^86\)
Figure 2.5: (a) The influence of the chemical surface functionalization on the leaching rate of cobalt into the acidic solution at pH 2. The higher the functional loading the lower is the cobalt loss over time. The type of functional group is however not affecting the leaching rate. (b) Extraction performance at pH 2 of ionic gold and palladium on C/Co as well as C/Co-(CoF5)n.

Table 2.3 gives the altered shell thickness and the corresponding altered final metal release. The rates were found to strongly depend on the chemical functionalization, but the overall trends are complicated by the experimental limitations of different surface loadings (material specific differences).

Using both effects (electrochemical gradients and shell thickness), carbon shells with additional functionalization were found to afford reduced metal release rate, as expected from above experiments (Figure 2.5). As a further confirmation on the carbon shell’s largely independent physical defect formation rate (i.e. the core metal is of minor influence), samples of C/Co were treated under altered electrochemical gradients (PdCl4−, AuCl4−, as an oxidant). The overall electrochemical potential over the few layer graphene shells was systematically altered through the presence of AuCl4− in the solution and the pH since the potential can be described using the Nernst formalism (see supporting information for detailed calculations).

Figure 2.6c gives the corresponding rapidly falling ionic gold concentrations due to reduction to metallic gold (see scanning electron micrograph and energy-dispersive x-ray spectra in Figure 2.6d) as a result of the electron release to the solution around the carbon coated metal particles. Again, the here discussed mechanism of individual, rapid single particle decomposition (k2 >> k1) is confirmed through these experiments as the reduced metallic gold is found as discrete, relatively large particles (Figure 2.6d, area 1). For a potential alternative
mechanism (slow, continued degradation and release of the core metal; $k_2 < k_1$) the deposited metallic gold after reduction would be expected to be scattered across all agglomerated particles. The accompanying cobalt ion release into the solution (Figure 2.6b) was in the range of the previous experiments without additional oxidant (see Figure 2.5a) and thereby again independently confirmed the rate determining role of shell defect formation. The experiments were done using two consecutive oxidant additions ($\text{AuCl}_4^-$ was added at time $t = 0$ and $t = 300$ s) and the change in cobalt release rate (Figure 2.6b) can largely be assigned to the associated dilution effect (see experimental description). The gold reduction (and accompanying cobalt core oxidation) showed a similar pH dependence as when particles were only treated in acid (see Figs. 2.6c and 2.4a).

**Figure 2.6:** (a, b) Two consecutive $\text{AuCl}_4^-$ additions at $t = 0$ and $300$ s do not significantly alter the particle degradation (compare to figure 4). (c) Changes in acidity results in the alteration of the gold extraction rate as the particle degradation rate is lowered. (d) Addition of $\text{AuCl}_4^-$ solution increases the electrochemical potential across the few layer graphene and affords Au metal deposition as confirmed by high angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and EDXS (Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy).
2.3.5 Spectroscopic observations on the few layer graphene shell degradation

Carbon shell degradation as a partial, local oxidation was followed by diffuse reflectance IR spectroscopy (Figure 2.7) before and after acid treatment (24 wt% HCl) and after severe acidic/oxidizing conditions (conc. HNO₃/HCl). The treatments afford clear signals in the range of O-H stretch vibrations around 3400 cm⁻¹ as well as C=O vibrations at 1650 cm⁻¹. The latter implies that holes in the graphene layers are generated as double bonds to oxygen require the breakage of C-C bonds within the carbon network. The treatment with strongly oxidizing concentrated HNO₃/HCl lead to even stronger IR-signals suggesting a higher degree of oxidation. These observations are in agreement with previous work¹⁵⁷,¹⁵⁸ displaying similar results for carbon nanotubes and core-shell materials manufactured by microwave irradiation.¹⁵⁹

![Spectroscopic observations on the few layer graphene shell degradation](image)

**Figure 2.7:** Diffuse reflectance IR spectra of as prepared and acid-treated particles. The presence of C=O and O-H stretch vibrations implies the presence of a partial oxidation on the particle surfaces and stays in agreement with IR spectra of oxidized carbon nanotubes.¹⁵⁷

2.3.6 Physical defect density on shells

Above spectra confirm qualitatively the appearance of oxidized areas in the carbon shell (i.e. physical defects) but fail to provide any quantitative understanding on the degree of oxidation. Two experimental facts can be used in this regard: A) The gravimetrically measured carbon loss (Table 2.2) is smaller than 2 wt% (i.e. the accuracy of the measurement). B) Chemical functionalization using diazonium chemistry leads to the
presence of benzene-like structures on the outermost graphene plane.\textsuperscript{160, 161} The molecule density (\textit{i.e.} attached phenyl moieties per surface area) achievable on untreated or acid treated carbon coated particles is similar. A difference of more than 0.01 mmol per gram of nanomaterial would be detectable. Combined with the original hypothesis (Scheme 1; $k_1 << k_2$), these two facts refine our insight into the few layer graphene shell degradation and underline the mechanistic view that physical defects are few (on a single particle) and cover a negligible surface area.

\section*{2.4 Conclusion}

The here provided systematic investigation on the degradation rate of carbon coated metal nanoparticles provides a quantitative insight into the formation of physical defects in few layer graphene when exposed to chemically demanding conditions. A series of independent arguments confirmed a shell degradation mechanism where a single defect results in a breakthrough and subsequent fast dissolution of the metal core. This affords emptied carbon shells with presumably a single physical defect (\textit{i.e.} an opening). This understanding and the associated possibility to prepare well defined shells or containers may provide attractive tools to material sciences.
3. Nanoparticle-assisted, Catalytic Etching of Carbon Surfaces as a Method to Manufacture Nanogrooves
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Abstract

A simple structuring method for graphitic structures based on the catalytic properties of cerium oxide nanoparticles under oxidizing conditions is presented. Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite chips were impregnated with well dispersed ceria nanoparticles and then treated at elevated temperatures for several hours. Oxidation activities on the particle surface appeared as crystallographically independent traces which were formed on the graphite and provide a simple method to manufacture nano-grooves at large scale. By altering treatment durations and temperatures, the optimal conditions and activity parameters of the particles were determined. A systematic AFM evaluation allowed formulating of a mechanism of the etching process. The findings provide a simple procedure for the patterning of graphitic structures, formation of nano-grooves and thereby a basic tool for material science with respect to the manufacturing of atmospheric nano-filters and ion-selective membranes.
3.1 Introduction

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite is the base material from which graphene was derived at first\(^98\) and today provides fascinating perspectives for semiconductor applications,\(^{104, 162}\) ultracapacitors,\(^{163}\) transparent electrodes\(^{164, 165}\) or novel solar cell materials.\(^{166, 167}\) The possibility to produce large-area graphene on copper foils and defect-free structures at the macro-scale\(^{102, 111}\) has resulted in a shift of focus towards target-oriented structuring for tailoring physical properties.\(^{168-170}\) Fundamental mechanical operations such as drilling, cutting, slicing and folding at the nanometer scale are at the core of manufacturing and largely unsolved at present. Moreover, controlled formation of small physical defects or cuts in carbon layers prospects for attractive use of graphene beyond electronics, namely in atmospheric nanofiltration\(^{106, 108, 171, 172}\) and low-resistance ion-selective membranes.\(^{109}\)

Next to electron / ion beam and plasma etching approaches,\(^{112, 173-175}\) nanoparticle assisted lithography of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and graphene structures represents the most significant contingent of the activities so far.\(^{114, 176}\) Using reducing conditions and elevated temperatures, most of the present work relies on metal nanoparticles to etch crystallographically guided pathways through carbon layers.\(^{115, 177-181}\) Noble metal particles under oxidizing conditions have been reported to show a similar, however not crystallographically directed etching behavior.\(^{182, 183}\)

Catalytically active oxides (e.g. cerium oxide) are used for the removal (oxidation) of soot particles and carbon monoxide in the exhaust system of vehicles and as a material class, may provide interesting candidates for oxidative structuring of carbon layers. Here, we present and systematically investigate a simple nanolithography method on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) using cerium oxide nanoparticles under atmospheric conditions and elevated temperatures. We first scattered cerium oxide nanoparticles on HOPG chips by direct impregnation with diluted particle dispersions. Afterwards, the centimeter sized HOPG chips were heated to different temperatures for distinct times. The particle’s etching activities resulted in nano-grooves and pathways which were largely independent of the crystallographic structure of the graphite layers. We investigated the influence of temperature, time and particle size on the etching depth and length using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and provide a simple tool to pattern HOPG layers with a few graphene layers deep trenches.
3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Preparation of the cerium oxide dispersion

A sample of 80 mg of a 20 wt% cerium oxide particle dispersion (no surfactant, US Research Nanomaterials, Inc.) in 2-propanol / water (20 wt% / 80 wt%) was diluted with 80 mL of 2-propanol. The particles revealed a broad size distribution between 10 to 60 nm (determined from AFM images). Each time the dispersion was used in the experiments, it was extensively sonicated in an ultrasonic bath (Sonorex Digitec DT 103 H, 560 W, Bandelin) for 3 minutes to re-disperse precipitated particles and break larger agglomerates.

3.2.2 Preparation and impregnation of HOPG chips with cerium oxide nanoparticles

Before impregnation with particle-dispersion, fresh layers of HOPG chips (Plano GmbH, Germany) were exposed by withdrawing the top layers using the so called scotch-tape method. After this, the surface was fully covered with freshly sonicated cerium oxide dispersion. The chips were kept for a few minutes until all the solvent had evaporated.

3.2.3 Heating of the HOPG chips

The freshly impregnated HOPG chips were placed in a high precision oven (thermogravimetical measuring device, Linseis TG / STAPT 1600 thermoanalyzer). The device was heated up at a fast rate of typically 30 °C / min until 100 °C below the desired final temperature to prevent a temperature overshooting and then at a lower rate of typically 10 °C / min to the desired temperature. This temperature was held for several hours (4 – 16 h) depending on the sample. During the treatment a constant air flow through the device of 6 L / h was maintained.

3.2.4 AFM imaging

Beside the possibility of non-destructive measurements, atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides high-resolution topological information about the examined sample. The vertical resolution allows determining the amount of single graphite layers steps and other kind of defects. All images were recorded on tapping mode (Cypher, atomic force microscope, Asylum research / silicon tips OMCL-AC160TS-R3, Olympus). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was found to be inadequate for the characterization of the HOPG
chips as charging, limited vertical resolution, surface destruction and deposition of organic residues impeded the comparison of experimental data.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Impregnation of HOPG surfaces

Freshly cleaved HOPG surfaces (by the scotch-tape method) usually reveal a lot of edges and therefore appear like a kind of multilevel terrain as shown in Figure 1a. Most of the steps are in the size-range of a few graphite layers. During the impregnation process particles are deposited randomly on the HOPG surface as schematically shown in Figure 3.1b. Figure 3.1c represents a typical AFM image with deposited larger and smaller particles (bright spots) after the impregnation process.

Figure 3.1: (a) AFM image of a freshly scotch-tape cleaved HOPG surface, revealing edges with heights of one to several graphite layers. (b) Schematic representation of an evaporating dispersion front entraining cerium oxide nanoparticles, which are retained on the surface. (c) AFM image of a cerium oxide impregnated HOPG surface revealing randomly scattered particles on the surface.

3.3.2 Heating and mobility

At temperatures of more than 300 °C, cerium oxide nanoparticles start to move on HOPG surfaces. After heating to 350 °C for 16 h, almost all particles are reclined to steps in the terraced environment as becomes apparent from Figure 3.2a. Obviously, the mobility towards the free planes is strongly limited after a particle eventually hits an edge.
### 3.3.3 Surface etching activities

At elevated temperatures and in the presence of oxygen cerium oxide is known to oxidize carbon catalytically to carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The crystalline structure of ceria provides oxygen vacancies which enable the formation of activated oxygen and its migration by diffusion within the lattice. On HOPG surfaces this results in the formation of holes and traces in the close environment of the particles. Experiments resulted in 4 different observations of etching activities as depicted in a simplified form in Scheme 3.1. A first, and due to extensive sonication of the used dispersions, very rare case constitutes a larger agglomerate of particles that sinks into the surface due to its retarded planar mobility. Only a sparse fraction of particles starts a trace directly on an open graphite plane, which is depicted as the second etching type. The third type encloses a single particle that vertically forms a hole. This type of activity could again only be observed very scarcely. The fourth and by far most prominent activity comprises a particle that moves into one or several graphite layers starting at an edge. This process leaves back a trace with the depth of the edge-height where the particle was initially deposited. In most of the cases, the oxidation-traces appeared wedge-shaped. The path depths remain the same at all positions. Obviously the particles are changing their diameter while oxidizing the graphite layers, which will be discussed later on.

**Scheme 3.1:** Schematic representation of the etching activities of cerium oxide nanoparticles on a HOPG surface. Graphite is catalytically oxidized to carbon-monoxide and carbon-dioxide when activated oxygen is migrating around the particle surface through oxygen vacancy sites in the crystalline structure of ceria. Four different types of oxidation activities can be observed, whereas the few graphene layer deep nano-groove oxidation type is by far most prominent. This process reliably etches at a constant depth of typically 1-5 graphene layers (see below).
3.3.4 Temperature dependence of the oxidation activities

The activation of oxygen in ceria starts at elevated temperatures, around 350 °C. For a systematic investigation on the temperature dependence of the carbon etching activities, several HOPG chips were impregnated with cerium oxide dispersion as described above. The chips were maintained at 350 °C for 16 hours and at 375, 400, 425, 450 and 500 °C for a time period of 4 hours. As revealed in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b, there are no observable etching activities at 350 °C and 375 °C. At 400 °C and above, higher oxidation activity results in traces / nano-grooves in the graphitic structure which grow in intensity with increasing temperature (Figures 3.2c, d and e). Independent of particles, the structure of graphite edges begins to disorder at 500 °C, which is visible in AFM images such as in Figure 3.2f where the edges and parts of the planes have substantially changed their shape. This also emphasizes that structure defects such as edges are less stable than sheet core areas.

Figure 3.2: AFM images of catalytically active nanoparticles (cerium oxide) impregnated on HOPG surfaces and heated for distinct times and temperatures. At temperatures below 400 °C no catalytic oxidation of the graphite layers was visible. In the range between 400 °C and 450 °C, oxidation processes are increasing in intensity and yield few graphene layer deep nano-grooves. Above 450 °C the layer edges begin to oxidize spontaneously.
3.3.5 Statistical, quantitative evaluation of nano-groove / trace formation

AFM images provide spatially high-resolved information of the examined samples. The oxidation trace lengths (nano-grooves) and the final diameters of the particles were visually evaluated by retracing paths and particle shapes using commercially available imaging software. The geometry of the trenches reached from straight to highly tortuous. The changes in direction according to the images seem to appear by incident and no coherence with the treatment conditions could be established. A lot of the observed paths have a slightly wedge-shaped appearance. Detailed reasons for the path shapes will be discussed later on. The depth-distribution of the corresponding nano-grooves / paths was evaluated using the height information of the AFM images. The height resolution allows accurate determination of the number of single graphite layers at a step on the sample. Traces with a differing number of graphite layers at both borders of the trace (i.e. a particle moves along an edge) were statistically interpreted with their average number of layers, giving also half layer numbers in the evaluation. Following this approach, three different parameters, namely nano-groove / path length and depth and final particle diameter can be extracted for different temperatures and treatment durations.

Figure 3.3: AFM evaluation of an oxidation trace into a HOPG layer. The nano-groove or path as well as the particle diameter can be retraced and measured. A cross profile of the groove/path can be obtained from the height information of the image. In this example, the depth of the path suggests that one single graphite layer has been oxidized and a nano-groove of a single graphene layer depth was generated.
Scatterplots of all experimental parameters against each other allow the identification of correlated quantities. Almost all particle etching activities leave traces with the depth of the edge-height where the oxidation started. Therefore, no correlation between the particle size and the trace depth becomes apparent. However, there are obvious dependencies between the trace lengths and the particle sizes as well as the trace lengths and the trace depths. Figure 3.4a depicts a scatterplot of the oxidation trace lengths versus the particle end diameter at different temperatures after 4 hours of treatment. It reveals that higher temperatures lead to a nonlinear acceleration of the oxidation activities. The formation of deeper oxidation traces (i.e., an etching path or nano-groove comprises several graphite layers) is occurring slower with increasing number of layers as clarified in Figure 3.4b. Analogously, a dependence on the treatment time can be observed as well (Figures 3.4c and 3.4d). From these correlations a closer insight into the oxidation mechanism can be obtained.

**Figure 3.4:** (a) Oxidation trace length vs. end diameters of the particles and trace depths after 4 hours of treatment at 400 °C (circles), 425 °C (plus signs) and 450 °C (triangles). A clear activity ascent can be observed with raising temperatures. (b) The nano-groove or path length is also dependent on the depth, that is the number of single graphite layers being oxidized. (c) Oxidation trace length vs. end diameters of the particles after 4 hours (circles) and 16 hours (triangles) at 400 °C. A clear dependence of the treatment time and the trace length can be observed. (d) After 16 hours of treatment the dependence between trace length and depth appears analogously.
3.3.6 Mechanistic interpretation of the oxidation

Active oxygen (oxygen radicals) reveals a high mobility within the crystal lattice of ceria and can easily diffuse to the particle surface. As the observed traces on the graphite planes all revealed a broadness of the related particle diameter or less, it can be concluded that the formed activated oxygen only reaches the carbon which is in close contact with the particle surface. This interpretation is in line with mechanistic studies on soot oxidation in diesel exhaust filters consisting of cerium ceramics.\textsuperscript{185, 186} From Figure 3.4a it becomes obvious that larger particles in average generate longer trails. The generation of activated oxygen is related to the uptake of oxygen from the environment. The surface area of a single, specific particle therefore determines how much activated oxygen can be generated in a particle per time. The volume of the particle meanwhile acts as a reservoir for the formed reactive species. This interpretation is in line with a higher activity of larger particles. Secondly, in average, deeper traces are shorter. The more graphite layers are etched vertically, the more activated oxygen is needed per trace length. As there is a limited amount of activated oxygen available on a particle per time (our interpretation), this leads to a situation where traces shorten with increasing depth. Summarizing these observations it can be concluded that the formation of activated oxygen is rate limiting under all examined temperatures.

3.3.7 Particle depletion during oxidation

For most of the oxidation paths a slightly wedge-like shape can be identified. Especially in the case of smaller traces this becomes visually better apparent. A broadening of the traces over time after the contact with the particles can most probably be excluded since temperature based depletion only occurs at much higher temperatures together with significant, easy to distinguish structural changes as earlier shown in Figure 3.2f. The diameter of the particles is diminishing during the oxidation activities. In Figure 3.5, a wedge-like, representative trace is evaluated concerning its width at different distances away from its origin. AFM height information confirmed a trace depth of two graphite layers at all positions along the trace.
Figure 3.5: An oxidation trace (nano-groove) with a depth of two graphite layers is evaluated regarding its width at various positions away from its origin (a step dislocation on top of the carbon). A clear and linear dependence between the width and the trace position can be observed.

There is a linear dependence between the trace position and the trace width, which is associated with the particle diameter. Smaller particles generate shorter oxidation traces in average (i.e. move slower when etching). Volatility effects of nano-ceria are very unlikely to occur at the here examined temperatures (the boiling point of cerium oxide is above 3000 °C). As the oxidation path width is narrowing linearly with the position, it is suggested that particle degradation is connected with the above explained surface reactions. This means that the particle is changing its diameter in conjunction with the rate it is depleting the graphite layers. If the depletion rate would be constant and independent from the surface reactions, the width-position dependence would not appear in a linear dependence, as the movement velocity of the particles is changing with their diameter. However, it remains unclear how exactly the cerium oxide is depleted on the carbon surface. There are no clearly visible residues of the particles in the traces. It can be speculated that carbides are formed in a side reaction beside the catalytic activity. An analytical proof concerning the presence of remaining cerium in the oxidation traces, at present, remains most challenging.

3.4 Conclusion

In this work we show a simple procedure to structure highly oriented pyrolytic graphite under easily achievable conditions using commercially available cerium oxide nanoparticles. By making use of their catalytic oxidation activity at comparably low temperatures above 375 °C
it was possible to cut crystallographically independent traces at a depth of one to several graphite layers into the examined samples. There is a strong temperature and treatment duration dependence of the length of the observed cuts. The ideal treatment temperature range was determined between 400 °C and 450 °C. At higher temperatures the here used few layer graphene models HOPG started to disorder from the edges of the structure. The particle induced oxidation activities are based on the formation of activated oxygen, which is formed on the particles at elevated temperatures. Most of the traces had a depth equal to the height of the original edge where the oxidation trace started. As deeper traces appear to be significantly shorter and larger particles with their higher surface areas produce longer traces, it can be concluded, that the formation of activated oxygen originating from air uptake is the rate limiting step of the trace formation process. Most of the observed paths revealed an unambiguous, linear change in width when following them from their origin to their end. As path broadening after particle contact could be excluded and the path depth remained always constant, it must be assumed that the ceria particles are depleted in a competing side reaction next to their catalytic activities. The linear position - broadness dependence in conjunction with the observation that smaller particles revealed lower oxidation rates further affirms that the particles are depleted in a second, however yet undetermined, surface reaction. By making use of the catalytic properties of cerium oxide at atmospheric conditions, our findings provide a simple method to structure graphite structures with prospect to future applications such as ion-selective membranes or atmospheric nano-filters. The geometric properties of the oxidation cuts or nano-grooves can easily be influenced by the chosen particle dimensions, applied conditions and treatment durations.
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Abstract

Magnetic nanomaterials find increasing application as separation agents to rapidly isolate target compounds from complex biological media \textit{(i.e.} blood purification\textit{)}. The responsiveness of the used materials to external magnetic fields \textit{(i.e.} their saturation magnetization\textit{)} is one of the most critical parameters for a fast and thorough separation. In the present study magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) and non-oxidic cementite (Fe$_3$C) based carbon-coated nanomagnets are characterized in detail and compared regarding their separation behavior from human whole blood. A quantification approach for iron-based nanomaterials in biological samples with strong matrix effects \textit{(here, salts in blood)} based on platinum spiking is shown. Both materials were functionalized with polyethylene glycol (PEG) to improve cytocompatibility \textit{(confirmed by cell toxicity tests)} and dispersability. The separation performance was tested in two setups, namely under stationary and different flow-conditions using fresh human blood. The results reveal a superior separation behavior of the cementite based nanomagnets and strongly suggest the use of nanomaterials with high saturation magnetizations for magnetic retention under common blood flow conditions such as in veins.
4.1 Introduction

Magnetic nanomaterials allow fascinating perspectives for biomedical applications. Particularly in targeted drug delivery as contrast agents, magnetic hyperthermia in cancer-treatment, magnetic labeling and blood or tissue purification. The ease to provoke a physical movement of a desired constituent through applications of an external magnetic field in a tissue pervading manner is most attractive. Movement is essentially controlled by the magnetic characteristics and volume of a particle next to the magnetic field’s properties (strength and gradient). Decreasing the particle size in favor of a high-surface to volume ratio and mobility weakens the magnetic responsiveness. Consequently, targeting of deep tissue sites and re-collection of magnetic particles under flow conditions (magnetic dialysis) requires particles with high magnetic moments. The size constraints imply that efficient magnetic targeting solely relies on the magnetic properties of the core material. Among the ferromagnetic elements iron, cobalt and nickel, the last two have been associated with adverse side effects at relatively low plasma concentrations (e.g. metal-on-metal hip implants). Physiologically well-accepted iron in the form of polymer or silica coated magnetite exhibits a pronounced saturation magnetization (typically < 60 emu/g) and can easily be obtained as nano-sized and even superparamagnetic (i.e. no remaining magnetic moment without external field) particles by wet phase chemistry. Carbon-encapsulated non-oxidic cementite (Fe₃C) nanoparticles with a chemically stable C-coating have recently become available through reducing flame spray synthesis. Cementite has an even higher saturation magnetization (up to 140 emu/g) than magnetite. The well-structured few-layer carbon surface coating furthermore offers a platform for stable covalent chemical functionalizations.

Here, we report the synthesis and detailed physical and magnetic characterization of both magnetite and cementite particles with platinum doping (0.1 wt%) to establish an analytical tool for quantification of magnetic particles in biological samples with strong matrix effects (iron, salts in blood or tissue). A low detection limit for the nanoparticles was achieved through quantitative platinum analysis by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry. Platinum is chemically inert, not abundant in living organisms and therefore well-suited for analytical purposes. Both materials were functionalized with polyethylene glycol (PEG) surface groups to enhance dispersibility. Recently, the detoxification of contaminated human whole blood using cementite nanoparticles was reported. Due to its viscosity, the thorough separation of a magnetic nanomaterial from blood within a reasonable time-frame is challenging. We compared a stationary separation (no liquid movement) of the magnetic...
particles from fresh human whole blood. Secondly, we analyzed the effectiveness of separation under continuous blood flow representing \textit{in vivo} conditions in small (venules, tissue level) or even larger human veins (e.g. vena cubitalis, brachialis). Non-oxidic magnetic cementite nanoparticles could be quantitatively recollected even from flowing blood while less magnetic oxide-based nanoparticles stayed in the blood stream. The capability to reliably inject and remove a magnetic particle from flowing blood offers attractive perspectives for the development of novel treatment concepts such as \textit{in vivo} extraction of toxins or infectious agents.

4.2 Experimental

4.2.1 Nanomaterial synthesis

\textit{Precursor synthesis}

Platinum acetylacetonate (0.435 g, ≥ 98 %, ABCR-Chemicals) was dissolved in a mixture of 2-ethylhexanoic acid (≥ 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) and THF (≥ 99 %, Fisher Scientific) (60 mL, weight:weight ratio 1:1) to give a brownish precursor solution. An aqueous 25 % NH$_3$ solution (688 g, Merck) was added stepwise to 2-ethylhexanoic acid (1442 g, technical grade, Soctech) using external cooling by an ice-water bath. Hereafter, FeNO$_3$·9H$_2$O (1820 g, ≥ 98 %, ABCR-Chemicals) was added successively under vigorous stirring. A brown, very viscous mixture resulted. Pentane (≥ 98 %, Sigma-Aldrich) was added at discretion to obtain a reasonable viscosity to separate and reject the aqueous phase. Thereafter, the organic phase was dried using anhydrous MgSO$_4$ (≥ 99.5 %, Sigma-Aldrich) and filtrated. The pentane was removed by distillation, resulting in a highly viscous brown liquid.

The metal content of the platinum precursor was calculated from the initial weights of all used substances (0.4 wt% Pt). The iron-content of the Fe-precursor was determined by adding small amounts of precursor into Erlenmeyer-flasks and burning of the organic contents by heating to 600 °C for 2 hours. Hereafter, the composition of the residues was determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD). By measuring the mass of the residues (pure Fe$_2$O$_3$) and knowing the initial amounts of precursor which was burnt, the metal content was calculated (11.4 wt% Fe).
Platinum spiked magnetite nanoparticles

The platinum and the iron precursor were mixed at a ratio to target 0.1 wt% platinum in magnetite (Fe₃O₄). This mixture was further diluted with THF (weight-ratio precursor:THF 2:1) and then used in a partially reducing flame-spray synthesis unit as previously described. The oxygen content of the environment during the production was kept at a concentration of around 200-500 ppm (confirmed by online mass-spectroscopy). The resulting black powder was characterized by XRD, element microanalysis, magnetic hysteresis and first-order reversal curve (FORC) analysis.

Carbon-coated platinum spiked cementite nanoparticles

The platinum and the iron precursor were mixed to target 0.1 wt% platinum in cementite (Fe₃C) and then diluted with THF (Weight-ratio precursor:THF 2:1). Carbon-coated platinum-spiked cementite particles were produced in a reducing flame-spray synthesis unit with an entering acetylene stream above the flame. The oxygen content in the atmosphere was kept below 40 ppm during the synthesis. The resulting platinum-spiked carbon-coated cementite particles were thoroughly washed in HCl (24 %) for 1 week in total (acid exchange every day) to remove material which was improperly coated with carbon. By this procedure around 40 wt% of the material is lost, yielding a chemically very stable fraction of particles. The resulting black powder was characterized by XRD, elemental microanalysis, hysteresis and FORC analysis.

4.2.2 Chemical functionalization

PEG-functionalization of platinum spiked magnetite nanoparticles

As-prepared platinum-spiked magnetite particles (100 mg), consecutively termed as Pt/Fe₃O₄, were added to DMF (50 mL, ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) and dispersed by ultrasonication. Thereafter, methoxy-polyethylene glycol-nitrodopamine (10 mg, molecular weight 5000 Da, SuSoS Surface Technology) was added. The dispersion was stirred for 24 h at 50 °C following previously established protocols. After this, the particles were separated magnetically, washed with DMF (2x), H₂O (1x), iPrOH (2x) and then dried under vacuum. The surface functionality was confirmed by diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) and element microanalysis. The functionalized particles are subsequently termed as PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄.
PEG-functionalization of carbon-coated platinum spiked cementite nanoparticles

Following pre-established protocols, thiophenol groups were grafted covalently to the carbon-surface of as-prepared platinum-spiked carbon-coated cementite particles, consecutively termed as Pt/C/Fe₃C, using aqueous diazonium chemistry. The functional attachment was verified by DRIFTS and quantified by element microanalysis. Pt/C/Fe₃C (500 mg) was dispersed in PBS (50 mL, pH 7.2, 10 mM EDTA) by ultrasonication. Methoxy-polyethyleneglycol-maleimide (100 mg, molecular weight 5000 Da, NanoCS) was dissolved in dimethylacetamide (25 mL, ≥ 99.5 %, Acros). Both solutions were mixed and then stirred for 6 hours at room temperature. After this, the particles were washed with H₂O (3x), ethanol (3x), dried under vacuum and again characterized by DRIFTS and elemental microanalysis. The particles are subsequently termed as PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C.

4.2.3 Stationary magnetic separation from human whole blood

PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄ (25 mg), respectively PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C particles (25 mg) were dispersed in PBS (5 mL, pH 7.4) by ultrasonication. Portions (200 μL) of these dispersions were added to citrated human whole blood samples (800 μL) in glass vials (diameter 28 mm) to achieve initial particle concentrations of 1 mg particles per mL of fresh human blood. Every donor had signed a written consent approved by the ethical commission of Zurich (No. KEK-ZH 2012-0274) prior to the donation. In volunteers, after having obtained written informed consent, 5 tubes (4.5 mL, 0.129 M sodium citrate, Vacutainer) were withdrawn. After brief shaking an ultra-strong magnet (Nd₂Fe₁₄B 12x12x12 mm, ~0.5 Tesla) was placed near the samples for distinct times (10 s, 30 s, 1 min, 3 min, 30 min & 60 min) to separate the magnetic material as shown in Figure 4.1a. The particle content of the extracted blood samples was analyzed by the use of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

4.2.4 In-flow magnetic separation from human whole blood

A setup, depicted in Figure 4.1b, was established to remove the different nanomaterials from flowing heparinized blood/particle-streams at a high and a low flow-rate (1 mL/min and 12.5 mL/min, respectively 2.4 mm/s and 30 mm/s average blood flow rate). Therefore, PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄ (25 mg) or PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C particles (25 mg) were dispersed in buffer (5 mL, PBS, pH 7.4) using 30 mL glass vials to give a particle concentration of 5 mg/mL. This dispersion was pumped into blood streams at rates of 0.2 mL/min, respectively 2.5 mL/min, using a
peristaltic pump. The blood was pumped at 1 or 12.5 mL/min using a second peristaltic pump approved for hemodialysis. After this pump the nanomaterial was re-collected using an ultra-strong permanent magnet (Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B 12x12x12 mm, ~0.5 Tesla) which was placed at the side of the silicone-tube (3 mm inner diameter, 0.5 mm wall thickness).

Figure 4.1: a) A stationary magnetic separation setup was used to monitor the performance to remove magnetic materials from human whole blood using an ultra-strong permanent magnet which was placed at the side of a glass vial for different times. b) Well-dispersed nanomagnets in PBS were pumped into a flowing blood-stream and were later removed with a strong magnet which was placed at the side-wall of the silicone tubing. The flow-rate of both the nanomagnet-dispersion and the blood stream can be adjusted and results in different separation performances.

4.2.5 Particle quantification in blood samples

Blood samples (typical amount of 1 g) spiked with known amounts of particles as well as the extracted blood samples were given into PTFE digestion tubes. Then HNO$_3$ (65 %), HCl (37 %) and H$_2$O$_2$ (35 %) at typical amounts of 1 g each were added. An additional rhodium spike of 0.25 mg/kg acted as a recovery-standard for the digestion. The samples were treated at 200 °C and 40 bar in a microwave based digestion system (ultraCLAVE II, Milestone Inc.). After this treatment the samples were diluted to 1:50 with respect to the initial blood sample amount using an acidic mixture containing HCl (1 %, v/v) and HNO$_3$ (1 %, v/v). Thereafter the samples were further diluted 1:20 and spiked with iridium as an internal standard (2.5 μg/kg). Suitable salt and acid concentrations for a measurement by ICP-MS were achieved
using this treatment. The corresponding calibration standards containing Rh (blank-7 μg/kg), Pt (blank-3.5 μg/kg) and Ir (2.5 μg/g) were prepared from blank blood samples to obtain the same blood matrix levels compared to the samples. Platinum concentrations and rhodium recoveries were quantified using a sector-field ICP-MS suitable for ultra-trace element analysis (Element 2, Thermo Fisher Scientific) by measuring the isotopes $^{103}$Rh, $^{193}$Ir, $^{194}$Pt and $^{195}$Pt.

4.2.6 Particle degradation and leaching

Due to their high specific surface area and depending on their chemical resistivity, material leaching into surrounding solutions is a frequently observed phenomenon for numerous nanomaterials. In order to test the leaching liability under physiological conditions small amounts of both PEG functionalized particles (1 mg) were given into PBS (3 mL) and then stirred vigorously for 1 hour. For a comparison under harsher, but not biologically relevant conditions the same experiment was carried out in HCl (3 mL, 0.1 M). After the nanomaterials were withdrawn magnetically from the supernatant and a drop of concentrated HCl was added to the PBS samples, a small amount of potassium thiocyanate was added to form the orange iron-thiocyanate complex. Solutions with known iron concentrations acted as calibration standards for an iron concentration determination by UV-VIS spectroscopy at 467 nm. The strong color of the iron-thiocyanate complex allows a simple quantification of iron (LOD ~ 0.2 mg/kg). This allowed calculation of the percentage of degraded particles.

4.2.7 Cell compatibility tests

Human microvascular endothelial cells (HMVEC, Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) were cultured as described elsewhere. Cells were seeded in 96-well culture dishes (100’000 cells/mL, 0.1 mL per well). Both PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄ and PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C were pre-dispersed in PBS. The cells were then incubated with magnetic nanoparticles dispersed in cell culture medium (10 and 100 mg/kg). Lipopolysaccharide (LPS from Escherichia coli, serotype 055:B5 (2 µg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) was used as positive control. After incubation for 20 h, supernatants were collected and centrifuged. For cytotoxicity assays, some wells were incubated with lysing solution (from the assay kit, Promega, Madison, WI, USA) for 1 h (100% lysis, maximum lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release). Cytotoxicity was measured following the manufacturer’s protocol and values were calculated relative to the
positive control (100 % lysis). ELISAs for human interleukin-6 were performed following the manufacturer’s protocol (R&D Systems Europe Ltd, Abingdon, UK).

4.3 Results and discussion

In a flame spray pyrolysis process under reducing atmosphere, iron-based magnetic nanoparticles with either magnetite (FeO₄) or cementite (Fe₃C) cores were synthesized. As with growing applications of magnetic nanoparticles their detection in complex samples becomes increasingly important, the nanoparticles were spiked in situ with a tiny amount of platinum which serves as a tracer for particle detection in iron-rich biological sample matrices. The physicochemical characteristics of the nanoparticles including the shape, the size distribution, the magnetic properties and cytocompatibility were compared before the performance of the magnetic beads was assessed in a stationary and an in-flow magnetic separation process.

4.3.1 Material characterization – Physicochemical properties

The transmission electron micrograph (TEM) in Figure 4.2a shows spherical carbon-coated cementite nanoparticles with a size distribution between 10 and 50 nm. The carbon-coating appears as a few-layer graphene-like stacked structure, with thicknesses of 1 - 2 nm. This well-structured and very thin coating ensures high chemical resistivity of the core material and furthermore allows a chemical functionalization by forming stable carbon-carbon bonds to the graphene-like surface. The magnetite nanoparticles in Figure 4.2c appear as close to spherical crystallites with a size distribution between 5 and 25 nm. Corresponding X-ray diffractograms (Figures 4.2b, 4.2d) confirm a cementite, respectively magnetite phase. Due to the low platinum content of both particle types, indications for larger platinum crystals, if present, would be hardly observable in the diffraction patterns. Ideally, a platinum doping within the magnetite and the cementite crystal lattice occurs, which is not visible in XRD. As TEM micrographs did not show any separate crystallites (high contrast) which can be addressed to platinum and the harsh pretreatment of Pt/C/Fe₃C with 24 % HCl did not result in any shift of the platinum concentration due to different dissolution characteristics (verified by ICP-MS measurements), it can be concluded that platinum is well-dispersed within both materials and not present as a separate phase.
Figure 4.2: a) Transmission electron micrographs showing spherical platinum-spiked cementite particles in the size-range of 10-50 nm. The insertion in the upper right depicts the multi-layer graphene-like stacked structure of the carbon-coating, which is responsible for an extraordinary chemical stability. c) Transmission electron micrograph of platinum-spiked magnetite particles in the size-range of 5-25 nm. b) The cementite and d) the magnetite structure were both confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction. No indications for a segregated platinum phase were found.

Vibrating sample magnetometry was used to determine both the saturation magnetization and the magnetic remanence of the materials. The cementite particles reveal a significantly higher saturation magnetization (123.0 emu/g) compared to the magnetite particles (58.7 emu/g). The remanence of the cementite particles was found to be 27.6 emu/g, whereas the magnetite particles revealed an (almost) superparamagnetic behavior (remanence 2.4 emu/g) as shown in Figure 4.3. The magnetic characteristics changed only slightly after the chemical modification with PEG groups as the functional loading only accounts for around 3 wt% of the material according to elemental microanalysis in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.3: Vibrating sample magnetometry hysteresis curves of platinum-spiked cementite (Pt/C/Fe₃C) and magnetite (Pt/Fe₃O₄) particles. The almost superparamagnetic magnetite particles show a substantially lower saturation magnetization than the cementite particles.

Magnetic first order reversal curve (FORC) analysis is able to identify different magnetic phases which are present in a sample and therefore, in contrast to VSM, not only provides averaged information about the magnetic properties of a sample. Interactions between magnetic domains as well as size effects become apparent with this technique. The obtained FORC diagrams depicted in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b reveal a single phase for both materials (i.e. absence of multiple spots), which is in good agreement with the obtained XRD diffractograms. Furthermore, both profiles are narrow and almost symmetric in H_U direction (distribution of interaction fields), which suggests that the particles appear as magnetically independent domains. The centered coercivity plot of Pt/Fe₃O₄ in Figure 4.4c reveals that a large fraction of the magnetite nanomagnets shows a superparamagnetic behavior, whereas a smaller particle fraction (larger in size) is responsible for the residual magnetic remanence of the material which was quantified by VSM. The centered coercivity plot of Pt/C/Fe₃C in Figure 4.4d shows a broad coercivity profile and superparamagnetic particles are absent.
Figure 4.4: a) FORC diagram of Pt/Fe₃O₄ revealing a single magnetic phase with magnetically independent domains (i.e. symmetrical in $H_U$ direction). b) FORC diagram of Pt/C/Fe₃C showing magnetically independent domains. c) Centered coercivity distribution of Pt/Fe₃O₄ revealing a large fraction of superparamagnetic particles and a smaller fraction of particles (larger) with a magnetic coercivity. d) Centered coercivity distribution of Pt/C/Fe₃C. The material shows a broad coercivity distribution compared to the magnetite material, superparamagnetic particles are absent.

4.3.2 Surface functionalization

PEG surface functionalizations are well-known to enhance the biocompatibility of nanomagnets in a major extent\textsuperscript{210} and furthermore strongly enhance their aqueous dispersibility.\textsuperscript{95} The PEG surface functionalization of both materials was confirmed by DRIFTS as shown in Figure 4.5. The obtained spectra were compared to the spectra of the corresponding pure surfactants and show a good agreement. Moreover, a strong stretching vibration absorption band at around 560 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, characteristic for magnetite,\textsuperscript{211} can be observed.
Figure 4.5: Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier-transform spectra (DRIFTS) of the chemically functionalized cementite a) and magnetite b) nanomagnets and structure confirmation by comparison to the pure surfactant compounds. Peak shifts and intensity changes are a result of binding to the surface and changes in molecular symmetry. The magnetite particles show a Fe-O stretching vibration at around 560 cm\(^{-1}\).

4.3.3 Particle degradation and leaching

Measuring the nanoparticle concentration in a biological media is not straight forward and is hindered by the complexity of the matrix. In addition, potential particle disintegration, generally labeled as leaching could lead to misinterpretations concerning the remaining particle amount in biological samples as dissolved material will not be magnetically removed, but would be considered as remaining particles in a sample from an analytical point of view. Therefore, knowledge about the particle stability is pivotal for a reliable quantification in biological samples. Iron-oxide based magnetic nanomaterials are considerably less stable against dissolution than carbon-coated metal nanomagnets.\(^{212}\) Thus, it must be clarified whether leaching could occur under the examined conditions and time frames. Small amounts of material were stirred in PBS and in a second experimental run in 0.1 M HCl as explained in the experimental section (to simulate chemically harsh, but biologically irrelevant conditions). The iron-concentration in the PBS solutions remained below the limit of detection after 1 hour (approx. 0.2 mg/kg iron or 0.06 wt% particle loss), which is a typical duration for a proposed magnetic dialysis\(^{96}\). Under the relatively harsh acidic conditions (0.1 M HCl) 1.90 wt% of
PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄ dissolved, whereas only 0.14 wt% of PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C disintegrated. The significantly higher leaching of the magnetite based material is illustrated in Figure 4.6, where the iron release into the surrounding medium is visualized by the formation of the orange thiocyanate complex. These results clearly highlight the significantly higher chemical stability of the carbon-coated nanomagnets and the eligibility of the here applied protocols to quantify particles by platinum spiking under physiological conditions.

![Figure 4.6: Magnetically separated PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C (left) and PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄ (right) in 0.1 M HCl after 1 hour of vigorous stirring. The presence of potassium thiocyanate in the supernatant leads to the formation of an orange complex when ionic iron is present in the solution. The magnetite based material shows a strong leaching compared to the cementite based material.](image)

4.3.4 Platinum quantification in the nanomagnets (and in blood samples)

By quantification with ICP-MS, the platinum concentrations of the PEG-functionalized nanomagnets were determined. For this purpose several blank blood samples were spiked with small amounts of particles. The results listed in Table 4.1 confirm a good agreement between the added amount of platinum in the precursor solution and the concentration found in the particles.
Table 4.1: C, H, N contents of the different materials determined by elemental microanalysis as well as platinum contents determined using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>C [wt%]</th>
<th>H [wt%]</th>
<th>N [wt%]</th>
<th>Pt [wt%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pt/Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.090 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt/C/Fe₃C</td>
<td>9.87</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.105 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Pt/Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.088 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Pt/C/Fe₃C</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.101 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.5 Cytocompatibility of platinum-doped nanomagnets

The surface functionalization of particles is the key parameter for biocompatibility. Polyethyleneglycol coatings are known as good dispersion agents and are frequently used to enhance the biological compatibility. Cytocompatibility of the synthesized nanoparticles was measured by exposing human microvascular endothelial cells, which line the blood vessels, to nanoparticles for a time period of 20 hours. The release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH, a protein which is released upon break down of the cellular membrane) was then quantified as a measure for cytotoxicity. Human interleukin 6 (hIL-6) was quantified as a measure for potential inflammatory reactions in response to particles exposure. There were no significant differences in the h-IL6 concentration as well as LDH release for the different particle types and concentrations compared to the controls after 20 hours of incubation (Figure 4.7). Therefore it can be concluded that the nanomagnets do not reveal any obvious adverse effects on the used tissue cultures under the examined conditions.
Figure 4.7: a) LDH release of human microvascular endothelial cells which were exposed to polyethylene coated magnetite and cementite particles. There are no significant differences in protein release compared to the control. b) h-IL6 concentrations in the cell media after 20 hours of incubation showing no increased inflammatory responses compared to the control.

4.3.6 Nanoparticle detection in biosamples by means of platinum content measurements

Blood, on average, contains around close to 0.9 wt% (i.e. 9000 mg/kg) dissolved salts. ICP-MS used for trace element analysis is sensitive to high salt loadings. After the digestion procedure the samples were diluted in two subsequent steps to obtain an acceptable salt load of around 100 mg/kg (1:1000). Therefore, an initial concentration of 1 mg particles with 0.1 wt% platinum per mL of blood results in a platinum content of around 1 μg/kg after dilution. The limit of detection in the here used protocols was in the range of 5 ng/kg platinum, or 5 mg/kg particles in blood respectively. The quantification of even lower platinum concentrations with mass spectrometry is cumbersome and therefore discloses the limits of the here used quantification technique. Higher platinum doping of the particles to enhance (lower) the detection capabilities could alter the material properties in a considerable extent and moreover leads to platinum phase segregation (i.e. no doping any more). This could lead to misinterpretations of the particle concentration after a magnetic separation as platinum crystals could not be properly conjoined to the nanomagnets.
4.3.7 Magnetic separation from human whole blood

Stationary extraction experiments

Unlike to dispersions in pure water, the magnetic separation occurs comparatively rapid in ion-rich buffers or blood. The effectiveness of stabilizing agents such as polyethylene glycols is limited in media with high salt concentrations. Thus, particles can aggregate easier, which strongly influences the magnetic separation velocity enhancement factor. These effects manifest in the results of the stationary separation experiments depicted in Figure 4.8 where a particle contaminated blood volume of 1 mL was cleaned. In a rapid initial extraction phase within the first seconds the concentrations of both particle types were strongly depressed, whereas the separation of the cementite particles occurred slightly more rapidly. Thereafter, the cementite concentration further decreased, whereas the magnetite concentration got only slightly lower and finally stagnated. The used vials for the separation had a diameter of 28 mm. A close proximity to the strong magnet becomes critical for a complete and rapid separation. A higher saturation magnetization of the extracted particles not only enhances their separation rate, but also the separation reach within a stagnant medium.

Figure 4.8: Remaining magnetic particle concentrations in blood samples after stationary magnetic extraction. After a rapid initial separation period, the progress is slowed down as the proximity to the magnet is not sufficient at all sections of the vial. In contrast to the cementite particles, the magnetite particles which were too distant from the magnet could not be collected even after prolonged exposition to the magnetic field.
**In-flow extraction experiments**

Different flow velocities within various blood vessels are going along with different shear stress levels. A higher blood flow velocity therefore increasingly complicates a reliable and efficient nanomagnet separation by an external magnetic field. In a first in-flow separation experiment, a moderate blood flow velocity (2.4 mm/s) was chosen. This flow is comparable to the flow conditions that can be found in small venules (< 20 μm inner diameter), whereas a higher flow (30 mm/s) was chosen to simulate the flow in a larger, therapeutically relevant vein (< 5 mm inner diameter).\(^{214}\) Table 4.2 shows the relative particle concentration levels of both PEGylated magnetic nanomaterials in contaminated human blood before and after a simple magnetic separator under low- and high-flow conditions. In the low-flow scenario both materials were separated to such an extent, that the platinum content of the blood samples was below the limit of detection. Under high-flow conditions however, only 56 % of the magnetite material was removed, whereas the cementite level in the samples still remained below the limit of detection. In this context, it must be highlighted that the here used magnetite particles still reveal a high saturation magnetization after their chemical functionalization with PEG surface groups (around 3 wt% carbon increase for both materials following elemental microanalysis results in Table 4.1). In most reported works\(^{207, 215, 216}\) PEGylated magnetite particles, mostly due to high functional loadings, reveal significantly lower saturation magnetizations (a few emu/g). The separation performance of these materials suffers strongly when being extracted from biological samples, resulting in prolonged separation durations and incomplete separation. Under flow-conditions, where the residence time at the separation point is usually system-inherently limited, this can result in serious disadvantages of such kinds of materials.

**Table 4.2: Nanomagnet separation efficiency under different flow conditions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Low flow (2.4 mm/s)</th>
<th>High flow (30 mm/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Pt/Fe(_3)O(_4)</td>
<td>&gt; 99.5 %</td>
<td>56.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Pt/C/Fe(_3)C</td>
<td>&gt; 99.5 %</td>
<td>&gt; 99.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.4 Conclusion**

The viscosity of biological fluids makes rapid movement of magnetic particles challenging. A high magnetization is required to provide sufficient force for targeted particle movement, particularly in a flow situation. Disadvantageous agglomeration effects can be suppressed by
chemical modification (e.g. PEG$^{96}$). This study shows that the commonly cited necessity for superparamagnetic behavior in magnetic particles is of limited validity.$^{87}$ While the chemical stability of carbon-encapsulated metal nanoparticles offers significant technological advantages, it may have its downside in terms of safety when applied in vivo, and biomedical treatments will have to account for the fate of traces of particles that remain in a patient for a prolonged time. The here proposed platinum doping allows quantitative analysis of tissue sections or blood when using iron-based nanoparticles, even though biological background iron as well as salt concentrations are high (matrix effects). The capability to reliably remove magnetic nanoparticles from flowing blood now permits development of magnetic blood extraction, where a noxious compound is mechanically removed out of a living organism.
5. Conclusion and outlook
This work is focused on graphite-based nanomaterials. A main focus rests upon a more fundamental understanding of the chemical stability of few layered graphite, particularly on magnetic metal nanoparticles. These only 1-2 nm thick highly-ordered surface coatings entirely change the material characteristics from highly unstable to the most stable known magnetic nanomaterial. Despite the chemical stability of graphite was intensively studied before, namely as few-layer graphene or two-dimensionally bent carbon nanotubes, only little works focused on three-dimensionally bent graphite as here. This work thus reveals important influences on the resistivity of metal-carbon core-shell nanocomposites. Following the findings, stability can be substantially enhanced by simple surface modifications using diazonium chemistry. Despite improving a material’s properties in favor of a higher firmness often appears tantalizing, future work should at least in some cases also target the exact opposite. Persistence of synthetic materials could, or in many cases already has, developed into one of the biggest problems of mankind. Accumulation in environmental compartments can occur when the decay rate of a good is surmounted by its rate of creation (respectively uncontrolled spillage). Well-known examples are the great plastic patch in the Pacific Ocean or anthropogenic gaseous waste-products. Predicting the consequences of a particular accumulation-circle is often complex. What stays for sure, is that accumulation problems can have various negative impacts for our wealth and progress. Fallibility is an inevitable human stain which, in favor of accumulation prevention, forwards reasonably predetermined breaking points in commodities to one of the future industrial challenges. This story is valid as well for nanomaterials. In order to refocus on carbon-coated nanomagnets, which are suggested for nanomedical applications, this means that serious adverse effects for an organism could result from long-term deposition in \textit{i.e.} inner organs, despite of the fact that the acute toxicity is negligible. In order to minimize these risks, it would be desirable to develop a material that will safely decay after the time scope of its therapeutic usage. Within the current work however, no opportunities have been found to deliberately lower the chemical resistivity of the used metal-carbon composites.

Graphite and graphene nanostructuring remains a major challenge for future applications including semiconductors or highly efficient nanofilters. Despite the versatility of the here presented new approach for slicing and cutting, the generated trenches in the graphite layers cannot be controlled in such a manner as in present semiconductor manufacturing. This puts a questionsmark behind the future applicability in this direction. Better chances however arise for nanofiltration applications. Perforated graphene (single layer graphite) in principle represents an ultimately thin separation layer with extremely favorable resistance attributes. If
the presented etching technique could be successfully transferred to large-sized single layer graphite, a convenient pore generation tool would be established that could render atmospheric nanofiltration feasible.

Trace analytical methods to quantitatively detect nanomaterials in body compartments after prolonged exposition are still rare. Biological abundance of iron in organisms as well as degradation of surface-bond markers frequently hamper detection of low concentrated iron-based nanomagnets in blood or tissue samples. Despite the here acquired method circumvents these issues by introduction of inert noble metal doping, some limitations are still present. An inconvenience from an analytical point of view is the required considerable dilution of digested biosamples before introduction into an inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). The high salt contents of the samples would otherwise overload sensitive components of the equipment. Furthermore, the doping amount of platinum into the presented materials is limited. Higher amounts lead to phase segregation of platinum (i.e. forming of separate platinum crystallites). Like this, the quantified platinum amounts could not be addressed to the actual particle contents of the samples any more. In summary, both issues lead to particle detection limits in the range of parts per million (regarding sample mass) despite actually parts per trillion of platinum are quantified within a sample. In order to enhance this analytical approach, the maximally possible platinum doping amount without particle phase segregation should be determined. This amount is however expected to be below 1 weight percent particle mass since unpublished trials have shown extensive segregation issues at 5 weight percent platinum per particle mass. Hence, a most efficient, but very costly approach would be the use of isotope enriched nanomagnets on the base of i.e. $^{54}\text{Fe}$ or $^{57}\text{Fe}$. Since mass spectrometry allows the determination of isotope distribution patterns, a differentiation between body’s own and nanomagnet-native iron would be possible. This would lower the limits of nanomagnet detection drastically and permits plenty of freedom for future investigations.
Appendix: Supplementary material
A.1 Supporting information to chapter 2

**TEM imaging of HNO$_3$/HCl treated C/Co**

**Figure S2.1:** (a-d) Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of HNO$_3$/HCl treated C/Co reveal empty carbon shells as well as intact particles. No partially filled materials was detected during TEM evaluation.
**Functional loading and shell thickness increase**

The chemical functionalization density on a particle surface can be calculated from the elemental microanalysis data.

For example:

\[
\text{Functional loading} = \frac{\text{wt\% F} \times 10^{-2}}{\text{Molecular weight F} \times 10^3} \times \frac{1}{\text{Number of F}} = \frac{0.96 \times 10^{-2}}{18.998 \text{ g/mol} \times 10^3} \times \frac{1}{5} = 0.101 \text{ mmol/g}
\]

The related increase of the particle shell thickness is calculated as follows.

For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C/Co-(C_6F_5)_n</th>
<th>0.96 wt% Fluorine</th>
<th>5 Fluorine Atoms per functional unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

\[
\text{Density 2,3,4,5,6-Pentafluorotoluene} = 1440 \text{ kg/m}^3
\]

\[
\text{Specific surface area} = 27000 \text{ m}^2/\text{kg}
\]

\[
\text{Molecular weight -(C}_6\text{F}_5)_n = 179 \text{ g/mol}
\]

\[
\text{Thickness increase} = \frac{\text{wt\% Functionalization} \times 10^{-2}}{\text{Density functionalization} / \text{Specific surface area}} = \frac{0.101 \times 10^{-3} \text{ mol/g} \times 179 \text{ g/mol}}{1440 \text{ kg/m}^3 / 27000 \text{ m}^2/\text{kg}} = 0.46 \text{ nm}
\]
Calculation of electrochemical potential differences using the Nernst formalism

\[ \Delta E = \Delta E^0 - \frac{RT}{zF} \log \left( \frac{c_{\text{Red}}}{c_{\text{Ox}}} \right) \]

\[ R = 8.314 \text{ J/(mol} \cdot \text{K)} \]

\[ F = 96485 \text{ C/mol} \]

\[ T = 296 \text{ K} \]

\[ \text{Co}^{2+} + 2e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Co} \quad \Delta E^0_{\text{red}} = -0.28 \text{V} \]

\[ \text{PdCl}_4^{2-} + 2e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Pd} + 4\text{Cl}^- \quad \Delta E^0_{\text{red}} = 0.591 \text{V} \]

\[ \text{AuCl}_4^- + 3e^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Au} + 4\text{Cl}^- \quad \Delta E^0_{\text{red}} = 1.002 \text{V} \]

\[ 2\text{AuCl}_4^- + 3\text{Co} \rightarrow 2\text{Au} + 3\text{Co}^{2+} + 4\text{Cl}^- \]

\[ c_{\text{Red}} = [\text{Co}^{2+}]^3, \quad c_{\text{Ox}} = [\text{AuCl}_4^-]^2 \quad \Delta E^0 = 1.282 \text{V} \]

\[ \text{PdCl}_4^{2-} + \text{Co} \rightarrow \text{Pd} + \text{Co}^{2+} + 4\text{Cl}^- \]

\[ c_{\text{Red}} = [\text{Co}^{2+}], \quad c_{\text{Ox}} = [\text{PdCl}_4^{2-}] \quad \Delta E^0 = 0.871 \text{V} \]

Electrochemical potential differences are calculated for concentrations of 100 ppm metals in solution.

100 ppm Co \quad c = 1.70 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{ mol/L} \\
100 ppm Pd \quad c = 9.40 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{ mol/L} \\
100 ppm Au \quad c = 5.08 \cdot 10^{-4} \text{ mol/L} \\

\[ \text{Au} : \quad z = 6 \quad \Delta E = 1.30 \text{ V} \]

\[ \text{Pd} : \quad z = 2 \quad \Delta E = 0.86 \text{ V} \]
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